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A ct. For an alphabet A and a morphism h : * + A*, the set of words w such that the DOL 
language L(A, S w) is a BOUNDED language is shown to be B*, where B is an effectively 
computable subset of A. Consequently, BOUNDEDNESS is decidable for DOL languages. The 
result depends on the authors’ recent results on periodic DOL languages. Interpretation of the 
resutt for polynomially bounded DOL languages is also considered. 
system S = (4 h, w) consists of a finite nonempty set A, a morphism 
*, and a word w in A*. The language L(S) generated by S is the set 
{h’(w) 1 i a 0). Basic results may be found in 19, IO]. The problem under consideration 
is whether L(S) is a BOUNDED set, where the term BOUNDED is used as in the 
presentation of Ginsburg [11: X is BOUNDED if there are words x1, e . . , x,, of A* 
such that X is a subset of xf . . . xz. Note that the capitalization of BOUNDED is 
chosen here to avoid possible confusion with a different concept having similar 
terminology: a DOL system (A, h, w) is bounded 6y Q function f(x) if, for all i 2 0, 
the number of symbols in h’(w) is less than or equal to f(i). 
In determining the set (w in a ‘*I L(A, h, w) is BOLINDED}, a finite set B will be 
constructed such that L(A, h, w) is BOUNDED if and only if every symbol of w is in 
the set B. Use will be made of results on periodic DOL systems by the authors in 
[5], and of results on o-words, the infinite sequences of symbols of A, by Pansiot 
183, and Harju and Linna [4]. 
efinitims an 
Let A be a finite set, and let A* be the set of all finite stri 
including the empty string which will be denoted by 1. For ea 
w of A*, the set (~‘1 ia 0) will be denoted 
mean a string s sue 
ofwifw=tc%and 
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suffix (or prefix) if s # w. %r any word w, Iwl will denote the length of w and for 
any set A, IAl will denote the cardinality of A. 
subset X of A* is BOUNDED if there exists a finite set of w 
in * such that X is a subset of x:x?. . . xf. An i 
be found in [I]. The following basic facts will b 
(a) A finite product of Bo~N~~~setsis BOUNDED. 
(b) A finite union of BOUNDED sets is BOUNDED. 
(e) If X is BOUNDED and Y is a set of subwords of words in X, then Y is 
BOUNDED. In particular,a subset of a BOUNDED set is BOUNDED. 
(d) The homomorphic image of a BOUNDED set is BOUNDED. 
The proofs of (a)-(c) are found in [1, Lemma 5.1.11. For (d), let h be a morphism 
h : A* + A* and let X be a subset of XT . . . x:, with xi in A*. Then h(X) is a subset 
of k(x,)” . ..k(x.)*, and thus is BOUNDED. 
A word y in A* is primitive if y = Z” can hold only if y = z and n = 1. For every 
non-null word x there is a unique primitive word y such that x = yk for some positive 
k IfX iS a BOUNDEDSet Wi . . XX and, for each & yi is the primitive root 
of Xi, then X is a subset of us, for any Boumim set X, we may assume 
that the factors xi are primitive words. 
Let S = (A, h, w) be a DO, ?ystem with morphism h : A* + A* and initial word w. 
Let L(S) = I@, h, W) denote the associated DOL language. The following lemmas 
are consequences of (a)-(d) above. 
mma 2.1. Let (A, h, w) be a DOL system and I@? w = YV. L(A, h, w) is BOUNDED 
if and oniy if L(A, h, u) and L(A, h, v) are BOUNDED. 
h’(w) = h’(u)h’(v) foreach iThus if L(A, h, u) and L(A, h, v) are BOUNDED, 
then so is L(A, h, w) since it is a subset of the product of L(A, h, u) and L(A, h, v). 
On the other hand, if L( A, h, w) is BOUNDED, then so are L(A, h, u) and L(A, h, v) 
since these are sets of subwords of words of L(A, h, w). 0 
The following immediate consequence of Lemma 2.1 is fundamental for the 
investigation of BOUNDED DOL languages. 
ry2.2. Let w=ala2...a,, where ai is in A. Then L(A, h, w) is BOUNDED if 
and only if L(A, h, ai) is bounded for each i, i = 1, . . . , m. 
As a result of this corollary, we will reduce the question of whether L(A, h, w) 
is BOUNDED to consideration of the case L(A, h, a), where a is in A. It is often also 
convenient to ‘skip ahead’, that is, to consider (A, h, hk( w)), k > 0, instead of 
, h, w), and to ‘speed up’, t at is, to consider (A, hi, w) with i > 1. ‘Ihe following 
lemma shows t plifications will not affect the question of BOUNDEDNESS. 
) is BOUNDED if and only if 
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(ii) For each integer i > 1, L( , h, W) iS BOWNDED v Q 
BOUNDED. 
(i): Let k > 0 be given. The 
L(A, h, w)= L(A, h hk(w))u{i, h(w), . . . , hk--‘(W)}. 
By (c), if L(A, h, w) is BOUNDED, then s its subset L( ) and 
the fact that any finite set is BOUNDED, if , h, h’(w)) is B h, 4 
is the union of BOUNDED sets and thus is BOUNDED. 
(ii): Let i > 1 be given, and let the L systems (A, h, w) and ( 
by S and T respectively. Consider hj( w) in L(S). Since j = iq + r, for some q 2 0 
and 0~ r < i, hj( w) = ~‘(IJ’~( w)), and therefore, hj( w) is in h’( L( T)). Thus, 
L(S)=L(T)uh(L(T))wwh”-‘(L(T)). 
The result follows from (c), (b), and (d) above. 0 
A DOL system (A, h, w) is periodic if there exist nonn ative integers 4 p, and 
e, with p and e positive, such that hP( h’( w)) = (h’(w))‘. A DOL language isperiodic 
if it is generated by a periodic DOL system. Basic properties are given in [5, 61. In 
particular, it was shown in [S] that the set 
V=(uinA*)v is primitive, and hP(u)=ue for somep>O and e>l} 
is a finite set, and its elements can be listed effectively. (See also [4] for the result 
in the case that p = 1.) The fact that the elements of V can be so listed makes the 
present exposition possible. The following result is an immediate consequence of 
Lemma 2.3 and the definition of a periodic DOL language. 
Corollary 2.4. Each periodic DOL language is BOUNDED. 
3. BOUNDED DOL hgUages 
Let A be a finite set, and h : A * + A* a morphism. We wish to determine for which 
w in A*, L(A, h, w) is BOUNDED. Let 8 = (a in Al L(A, h, a) is BOUNDED}. 
Corollary 2.2, L(A, h, w) is BOUNDED if and only if w is in it suffices to 
determine B. We will do this by partitioning A into four s determining 
which symbols in each subset generate BOUNDED OL languages. 
A symbol a in A is called a finite symbol if L(A, h, a) a finite set, and a is 
said to be an injinite symbol if L ame the set of finite 
symbols of A, and I the set of in ition f into three sets: 
L={a in I(there exists a k>O s at a occurs once in h&(a), 
is no j > 0 such that a occurs more t an once in h’( a))9 
ere exists a k > ore 
= {a in II there is no j > 0 such that Q occurs in kj( a)}. 
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Now, A= Fv Lv u IV, and it an be shown that each of these subsets can be 
effectively determined: Specifically, if there is a k > 0 such that 4 occurs in h&(a), 
en there is such a k with k s 1AI; and if there is in 
than once in hk( a), then there is such a k with k s 
B=BnA=(BnF)w( 
F since, for any 
etermination of
thus BOUNDED. proceed 
ng notation will be used. Let u be a string of A 
u by t+ We define the set J(A, h, u) = {uul . . . ui 1 i 2 0). 
ite, we say that J(A, h, u) is ultimately periodic if there are y and x in A* such 
that, for each i 20, uul . . . ui is a prefix of yx’ far some e 20. Observp tha 
decidable whether J( A, k, u) is ultimately periodic: Let c be a symbol not in A. 
Consider the DOL system (Au (c), h’, c) where h’(c) = CM and h’(a) = h(a) for all 
Then J( A, II, u) is ultimately periodic if and only if 4~41s~~~ . . . is ultimately 
periodic, and this can be decided via either the algorithm of Pansiot [8] or of 
Warju-Linna [a]. We also consider the set { ui . . . ulu 1 i a 0) and say that it is left 
ultimately periodic if there are x and y in A* such that, for each i 3 0, ui . . . 
a suffix of x’y for some e. By defining wR to be the reversal of string w in A 
by defining hR( a) = ( h(a))R, we see that { t(i l . . ulu 1 i 3 0) is left ultimately periodic 
if and only if J( 4 h R, uR) is ultimately p _ . Jdic. 
3.1. Let J(A, k u) be injinite. J(A, h, u) is ultimately periodic if and only if 
J(A, h, u) is BOUNDED. 
f. If every word of J(A, h, u) is a prefix of a word of yx* for some y and x in 
A*, then J(A, h, u) consists of subwords of words of a XXEZEI) set, and th‘ris is 
BOUNDED. 
Suppose that J(A, h, u) c xf . . . x3, where each xi is a primitive word of A*. Let 
m be the minimal index such that, for all 4 uu1u2. . . tli is a prefix of a word of 
XT.. . xg. Since m is minimal, there is a nonnegative I such that, for all i a I, 
UU g... Ui is not a prefix of a word of XT.. . xz_, (where xf . . . x2_, is taken to be 
II if m = 1). Since J(A, h, u) is infinite, there is a j, j> I, such that lu,+, . . . ujl a IX,& 
This means that any representation f uul . . . uj as a prefix of a word of XT . . . xg 
is of the form xi(‘). . . x$? r, where i(m) > 0 and r is a prefix of x,. For one such 
representation, denote xj(‘) . . . x$!F’) by y. Let k > j. 
UU 1 s l l UjUj+l l l l Uk = (yxip f=W(x',b% 
and c 2 0. Since x,,, is primitive and 
its representation as a subword is 
r some d 2 i(m). (See, for 
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to be the set {a in ere is a 
, hk, 0) is finite 0 
nL= 
f. Let a be in L, with hk( a) = uav. y Lemma 2.3, :JZ may replace kk by h, 
and thus assume that h(a) = uav. L h,U)={Ui...U~UWV~...~~(i~O}iSBOUND 
if and only if J(A, v) are BouNDED. 3.1, this is the 
case if and only if these sets are finite or ultimately peri 
Example 3.3. Let A = {u, b, c}, and let h be the morphism defined on the elements 
ofAby 
a jab, b+ be, c+ c. 
Both Q and b are in L. Since b + bc and J( A, h, c) = {c’ 1 i > 0) is ultimately periodic, 
L(A, h, b) is BOUNDED (Proposition 3.2). For a + ab, we consider J(A, h, b) = 
{ bc’bc’ . . . bc’ 1 i 2 0). Since J( A, h, b) is clearly not ultimately periodic, L(A, h, a) 
iS IlOt BOUNDED. 
Next we seek a characterization of B A Ad. Elementary facts about conjugate 
words will be used. Recall that two words u and v in A* are conjugate if there is 
a word z in A* such that uz = zv. Let - denote ‘is a conjugate of’. The following 
ends on the observation that if u - v, then h(u) - h(v). 
Lemma 3.4. Let u be in A*, and h(u) - uf for some f > 0. Then there is a conjugate 
v of u and integers p > 0 and e 2 f such that hp(v) = v4 
Proof. Denote u by vo, and let &r ( vo) = vi, where vI - v. and f > 0. Since vl - -vo, 
h( vl) = v{, where v2 - vl - vo. Continuing in this manner we obtain a sequence vo, 
Vl, v2,--0 of conjugates of vo. Since the number of conjugates is finite, there are 
integer, i and j, with I < j, such that vi = v~. Then hi-‘( vi) = (vjf-’ = (vi)‘1-: Thus 
we obtain the resuk with p = j - i > 0 and e =fi-’ af: Cl 
As noted in Section 2, the set V = {v in A* 1 v is primitive and hP( v) = ve for some 
p > 0 and e > 1) is finite and effectively computable. Let = (Q in IIcI occurs in 
some v in V}. Note that Y is also an effectively computable set. 
sitio nM=Y. 
(YcBn 
v. Let p be the pe 
hip(a) is a subwo 
hence L(A, h, a) i 
9P 
= sv2r, 
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(BnMcY): LetabeinBnM,withL(A,ha)cxf...x$whereeachxiisa 
primitive word of A*. Speed up so that, for all i> 0, a occurs in h’(a). Observe 
that there is an upper bound on the length of subwords of h’(a) in which a does 
not occur: Suppose not. Then there is a k > 0 such that h’(a) = wluw2 w 
for all j, and there is exactly one occurrence of the symbol a in u and t 
is either as the initial symbol of u or as the terminal symbol of u. 
there is a q such that the number of occurrences of a in hq(a) ex 
hkh9(a) = hk(zoazla.. . r,ar,,,) = hk(zo)(w,uw2)hk(q)(w1uw2) _ *. 
Since hk(hq(a)) is in xf . . . xz and a occurs only once in u, each occu 
must overlap two different’ xi%. Thus, there must be at least n + 1 diff 
contradiction. Therefore, there is a bound on the length of subwords in which a 
does not occur. 
We now inspect he factors x+ Consider a specific sequence of representations 
of the h&(a) as words of x: . . . x$ 
h*(a) =x1 i(1.0) i(2.0) x2 . . . x’,‘**j, 
h&(a) =x1 i(1.k j i(2,k j x2 . . . xzqk’, . . . , 
where the i( j, k) * 0. We will call Xj a bounded factor if { i( j, k) 1 k = 0, . . .} is bounded, 
and we will call Xj an unbounded factor otherwise. Since a is an infinite symbol, 
there must be at least one unbounded factor. By the previous paragraph, every 
unbounded factor must contain an occurrence of a. Thus, for every u 
<actor y hk( u) grows in length as k gets large. Speed up so that, for every u 
factoruandforallj,j=I,...,n,Ih( )I 21 I( d u > xj an assume appropriate re-indexing 
in the specific representation (*) above). 
We next show that, for any unbounded factor u, there is an unbounded factor u’ 
and an integer e > 1 such that h(u) - (u’)? Since u is unbounded, for any IOI > 0, 
urn and h(P) are subwords of words of L(A, h, a). In particular, let b = max(2, 
bound of any bounded factor}, and consider u”‘. h(unb) is a subword of h’(a) for 
some k 2 0. Thus, in representation (*), h( unb) is a subword of x~(‘~~’ . . . x’,(‘? 
h(uRb) = (h(u)b)“, and at least one of the n factors of the form h( u)b is a subword 
of a single factor x;(&~). Since 1 h( u)"l > Ix’“1 
u’. Since Ih( > 2lu’l, h(u) = ( ‘)’ 
j , Xj must be an unbounded factor, say 
s u r, where s is a proper suffix of u’, r is a proper 
prefix of u’, and c > 0. But, since h( u)2 is also a subword, h( u)2 = s’( ~‘)~r’, where 
3’ is a proper su@x of u’, J is a proper prefix of u’, and d > 1. Thus, 
)2 = s y Uv)drt = s( u’yrs( u yr. 
Since u’ is primitive, factorizations of this type are unique, and thus vs 
or I. Therefore, h(u) = s( u’)? - (u’)‘, where e > 1. 
be u’ 
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It now follows that, for some unbounded u, hq( U) - d for some Q > 0 and f> 1. 
Let u. be an unbounded factor. By the above reasoning, we may obtain a sequence 
uo, Ul, . . . , of unbounded factors with h( Ori) - ur$ But, there are only a finite 
number of factors, SO, for some i and 4 > 0, Ui+g = Ui and hence, hq( Ui) - 4, where 
f = e(i). . . e( i + q - 1). Then, by Lemma 3.4, there is a conjugate v of t(i such that 
!P( v) = D’ for some p > 0 and e af: Since v is a conjugate of uj, v is primitive and 
contains an occurrence of cI, Thus, a is in Ye D 
Example 3.6. Let A = {a, 6, c; d} and let h be defined on the symbols of A by 
a+ab, &+a, c+bc, djdad 
Then M = {a, b, c, d}. Since v = alx is primitive and h(v) = v*, v is in K Let ti be 
any other word of V, with IP(u) = u’. By [S, Theorem 11, applied to hP, u must be 
a conjugate of abc or consist of infinite symbols other than a, b, &nd c. Thus, d 
cannot appear in any word of V, so Y = {a, bs e) = B. Furthermore, since a, b, and 
c are all symbols of the same word abc of V, L( A, h, a), L( A, h, b), and L(A, h, c) 
are all subsets of the set b*c*(bc)*(alw)*(ab)*a*. 
Finally, we obtain a characterization f B A N. Let & be the empty set. For each 
positive integer n + 1 let 
z n+1= {a in Nlh(a) is in (FuXu YuZ,)*}. 
Then Z&Z,cZ2~~ l l is a nest of subsets of the set N. Consequently, there is a 
least positive integer k 6 1 NI for which &+, = & Let 2 = &. 
Proposition 3.7. B n N = Z 
Proof. (2 c B n N by finite induction): We have Z0 c B A N and we suppose that 
for a nonnegative integer i we have Zi c B A N. If &+I = Zip we have Z,,I c B n IV. 
Suppose that &+, # Zi and that a is any symbol in Zi+l -Zi. Let h(a) = b& . . . b,. 
Then 
L(A, h, a& b)u UA, h, WW, h, bz) .. . W, h, W 
iS BOUNDED, i.e., a is in B. Consequently, Zi+l c B n N, and, by induction, 
ZcBnN. 
(2 = B n N by contradiction): Let p = I( B n N) - 21. Suppose that p is positive. 
Let a be any symbol in (B n N) - 2, and let 6 be any symbol occurring in h(a). 
Then b is in B. By Proposition 3.2 (respectively Proposition 3.5) if 6 is in L 
(respectively M), then 6 is in X (respectively Y)* Since a is in (B n N) - Z, h(a) 
must contain a symbol c that is not in F u X u Y u 2. But then c cannot be in 
FuLuMuZeither,andsoc,likea,isin(BnN)-ZSincea isin N, &a. A 
contradiction ow follows in p steps: Let aQ be any symbol in (B n 
each positive integer & h(ai_1) contains a symbol ai in (B n N) - 2 that is different 
from the i distinct symbols a0 , a,, . . . , ai- 1 e Cl 
a+bc, b+ bc, c+d2, d-*6*. 
Then X = {b}, Y = (d}, and Z = {a, c}. In the constru 
h(c) = d* is in Y*, and then d is in Z2 si 
e results obtained are summariz 
Let A be a Jnite set, h : 
h, ;, is BOUNDED ifan& only if w is in 
ts of A defined as follows: 
F: the set of Jinite symbols; 
X: the set ofin~nite symbols a such that 
(i) there is one occurrence of a in h&(a) for some k> 0, and no more than one a 
in any h-‘(a), 
(ii) for h”(a) = uav, the sets 
((h’(u). -. h(u)u)R IiaO} and {vh(v). . . h’(v)liaO} 
are finite or ultimately pe 
Y: the set of in$nite Isasuchthataoecursinawordof V=(v inA*lv 
is primitive and hP( v) = ve for some p > 0 and e > 1); 
2: the set constructed as follows: 
(i) let M be the set of inJinite symbols a such that a does not occur in h’(a) for 
my k > 0, and let Z0 be the empty set, 
(ii) for each positi- * integer n + 1, let 2!k+, = {a in IV1 h(a) is in (Fu X v 
Y * z!A’~, 
(iii) let j be the least positive integer such that G+, = 4, and let Z = 4. 
Since all of the sets F, X, Y, and 2 of the theorem are effectively computable, 
WC have the following corollary. 
. For any DOL system (A, h, w), it is decidable whether L(A, h, w) is 
BOUNDED. 
h, w) is said to be polynomially bounded if there is a polynomial 
(x) such that, for each 0, Ih”( w)I sp( n). The system is linearly bounded if p(x) 
1s a linear polynomial. structure of polynomially bounded ML systems was 
by Ehrenfeucht and Rozenberg in 123, briefly reported on in 133, and 
an t follows from these works (explicitly 
5. w) is linearly ed ifa ly if there is a 
must occur at least n times in w1 = 
infinite symbols, we must find some infinite symbol 6 such that 6 o 
for some k > 0, and b occurs at least n times in some word w of 
this is a contradiction. Thus, S is linearly bounded. 
On the other hand, assume that S = (A, h, a) is linearly bounded. We note that 
no symbols of M are polynomially bounded, and thus, a is in F or L or N. If a is 
in & then h’(a) = uao, and [7, Lemma 5.41 states that u and v must consist of finite 
symbols. In this case the sets J( A, (h k)R, uR) and J( 4 hq v) are finite or ultimately 
periodic, and thus a is in X. 
It remains to be shown that if a is in N, then a is in Z First note that if b is a 
symbol of h’(a) for any j > 0, then (A, h, 6) is linearly bounded and so 6 is in 
Fv XU N. Now suppose that a is in N -2. Then there must be a symbol al 
occurring in h(a) which is in N - 2 and which is different from a. In fact, for each 
positive integer 4 there must be a symbol ai occurring in h(aj_,) which is different 
from any of a, al,..., &_I. This contradicts the finiteness of N, and thus a must 
be in 2. Thus, it has been shown that if (A, h, a) is linearly bounded, then Q is in 
F u X u 2, and hence L(A, h, a) is BOUNDED. El 
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